
Tower
caring aesthetics



What o� ers protection,
must also be beautiful. 

Otherwise there is a lack of acceptance.





With the perfectly calibrated spray 

cone staining on the fl oor around the 

disinfectant dispenser is virtually 

impossible. The hydes nozzle atomises 

liquid disinfectant so fi nely that it can-

not drip from the hand.

The hydes intelligent sensor enables con-

tactless and accessible hand disinfection. 

For perfect use, even the sensitivity of the 

sensor can be adjusted. can be adjusted. 

The convenience increases the willingness 

to use the dispenser - and thus your stan-

dard of hygiene.

Sensor

The drip tray and the drip grid valuable 

fl oor from permanent damage. The drip 

grid can be cleaned and replaced in just a 

few steps. and reinsert it. The drip tray can 

simply be wiped damp at regular intervals. 

wiped clean at regular intervals.

Drip tray

Only the highest-quality components are used in the hydes Tower - every user can

is felt by every user. Too many disinfection dispensers cause mistrust,

because inferior dispensers are hidden behind a fancy

disguise. The result is unreliability, short service life

and a low level of comfort in use.

We stand for the opposite.

Highest quality

Spraynozzle



The tower o� ers the appropriate safety pre-

caution for every area of application, consis-

ting of the two additionally installed 

safety components:

Safety

Batteries remain ecologically unacceptable. Therefore, your hydes Tower is powered by the 

rechargeable lithium-ion battery pack from hydes, or by direct power connection. The hydes 

battery pack has a runtime of several weeks if used correctly. Both versions are included free of 

charge.

Mobility

The integrated lock in the rear wall 

prevents unauthorised access and 

unintentional opening of the disinfec-

tion dispenser can be prevented.

Lock

The stability is ensured by a 

four-screw fi xing of the unit to the 

fl oor. This makes it impossible to knock 

the disinfection dispenser over.

Floor fi xation


